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INTRODUCTION L'

Considering that the spent fuels to be transported from nuclear
power stations shall increase rapidly and extensively in near future,
Japanese Atomic Energy Committee(JAEC) enacted "Technical Standards
for Transportation of Radioactive Material" based on "IAEA Regulations
for the safe transport of Radioactive Materials, 1973 Revised Edition".
Coping with the decision of JAEC, Nuclear Safety Bureau(Science &
Technology Agency) and other authorities began to review tha old
ordinances concerned and to consolidate and unified system for the
licensing work. Not only the amendment of relevant laws and standards
but also the Research and Development on shipping cask has been carried
out since ten years ago, which have consisted of experimental and analytical
studies on heat removal test, drop impact test, puncture test, thermal
test and col laps test, sponsored by Atomic Energy Bureau(Science &
Technology Agency), in order to obtain the data for design and licensing
work regarding shipping casks.

In Japan, 12 nuclear power station(BWR 5, PWR 6, GCR 1) are now in

operation. The spent fuels from these stations must be transported to



reprocessing plants. At present some of them have been transported to
Windscale UK. On the other hand, the Japanese reprocessing plant at
Tokai is expected to become in operation soo,i and some spent fuels shall
be sent to the new plant for test run. All stations, however, are located
on the seashore and then it seems to be most convenient to transport
unirradiated and/or spent fuels by ships from the piers of stations to
the reprocessing plant. Therefore, in order to secure the safety of
transportation on the sea, the design criteria of seagoing vessel for the
exclusive transportation of spent fuel shipping cask, so-called full load
shipping,has been enacted by Ministry of transportation, which aims to make
minimum the probability of sinking in collision, stranding and other
unforeseen accident at sea and also to restrain radiation exposure to the
crews of transoprt ship as low as possible.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASKS

In order to obtain the basic data for shipping cask design, some
experimental studies have been performed since 1967. The tests which
have been carried out in Japan up to date are as follows:
I By the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers;

1) An Experimental Studies on Heat Removal from Spent Fuel Shipping
Cask (1967) [1],[2]

2) Experimental Studies on Drop Impact of Spent Fuel Shipping Cask (I)
(1968) [3], (II) (1969) [4], (III) (1970) [5]

3) Experimental Studies on Thermal Performance of Spent Fuel Shipping
Cask (I) (1973) [6] ; (II)(1974)

4) An Analytical Study on Thermal Performance Evaluation Code of
Spent Fuel Shipping Cask (1976)

II. By Hitachi Ship Building & Engineering Co.;
1) An Experimental Study on Puncture Resistance of spent Fuel

Shipping Cask (1971) [8]
2) An Experimental Study and Analytical Evaluation of Impact Limiters

(1972) [9]
III. By Mitsui Ship Building & Engineering Co.;

1) Collapse Tests of Model Shipping Cask (I)(1975) [10]
(IIM1976)

IV. By The Fire Research Institute;
1) Study on Fire Resistivity of Radioactive Isotope Container

(1965) [11]



2) Test and Theoretical Analysis of Fire Resistivity of Beta-Ray
Thickness Guage Container (1968) [12]

3) Study on Fire Resistivity for Irradiated Fuel Shipping Casks (1971)
[13]

4) Study on Fire Resistivity for Spent Fuel Shipping Cask (1973) [14]
V. By The Ship Research Institute;

1) Gamma Ray Shielding Effect of a Lead Shield for The Radioactive
Materials Shipping Cask and its Integrity Inspection Method
(1973) [15]

VI. By Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industries Inc.;
1) Drop Test of Shipping Containers for PWR Type New Fuels (1971) [6]
2) Over-The-Road Test of Shipping Container for PWR Type New Fuel

(1971) [4]

In these studies some different scale models of a horizontal cylindrical
prototype cask weighing 8Ot were used to make clear the scale effect through
the drop, puncture and fire tests, which are one of the features of Japanese
researches and developments. Paticularly the col laps test in high pressure
water up to 500 bars has been carried out to investigate the structural
integrity of cask in the deep sea and to prevent the release of radioactive
contents into sea water.

The results from these studies are summarised as follows.

HEAT REMOVAL TEST

A model cask, whose inner diameter was 500 mm and inner length
1,200 mm, was designed aiid the experiment was performed with varying
decay heat rate of simulated electrically heated fuel assemblies. The
experimental conditions were (1) normal transport condition with coolant,
(2) accident conditions (a) with half the coolant, (b) without coolant and
(c) with gradual coolant loss (initially full the coolant).

The main experimental results were as follows
(1) Under the accident conditions, the maximum temperature of cask and

simulated assemblies with half the coolant were considerably lower
than that without coolant.

(2) The temperature change of cask and fuel assemblies were obtained when
coolant was gradually lost.



DROP IMPACT TEST .

Since 1968 experimental studies on the drop impact tests were carried
out. The 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2.5 and 1/2 scale models were tested. In these
tests the decelerations at the moment of impact were measured. Deformations
after impact were examined too. The results from these tests showed
that the relation between the maximum deceleration and the reduced scale
was approximately linear and that the maximum deceleration for the 8Ot
cask dropped horizontally might be 60Og. The deformation behaviors of
1/16 and 1/8 scale models were significantly different from thats of 1/4,
1/2 scale models. Therefore, 1/4 scale model or larger model than it should
be used to obtain the reliable evaluation for the prototype depending on
the model test data.

THERMAL TEST

The thermal tests were carried out by the open fire method in 1973 and
1974. The tes to were conducted using three kinds of scale model (1/4, 1/2.5
and 1/2). Measurements were made with emphasis on clarification of the
correlation between test duration and reduced scale of cask model.
To determine the thermal characteristics of each model, the temprature
distributions in the cask models and inside fire flame were measured at
certain time intervals during each test. The obtained data from the tests
are being analysed in 1976 and 1977.

The thermal tests by Fire Research Institute were carried out with
furnace test method II of IAEA Regulations, using a specially designed
tunnel-shaped oil fired furnace, into which the specimen could be moved
on the rail after preheating period. In this tests the effect of gap
conductance between cask shells and lead shielding layer were investigated
mainly.

PUNCTURE TEST

The purpose of this test was to develope the experimental equation
for the puncture resistance of the outer shell of lead shielded cask.
A series of puncture test was performed on the scale models of cylindrical
cask. This series of test provided about forty test data on the puncture
energy. Such affecting parameters as shell thickness, punch diameter,



radius of punch edge etc. were determined by the non-linear regression
method, and the experimental equation was obtained.

The equation thus obtained was compared with the already published
well-known equations and the one recommended by the Advisory Material for
the IAEA Regulations. It was found that the obtained equation gave less
shell thickness than that recommended by IAEA.

DROP TEST OF SHCCkABSORBER

This test was carried out entitled "A DEVELOPMENT STUDY OF IMPACT
LIMITERS USED FOR SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASK" in 1974. As the results, the
experimental equations on static compression of the tube and honeycomb type
impact limiters (shock absorber)and also the dynamic effect coefficient of
deformation-resistance were obtained. The deceleration was obtained by
successive approximation method of the equation of motion in impact. Based
on these results, the high reliable design method for impact limiters
was established.

COLLAPSE TEST

A collapse test under the high external pressure was carried out on a
1/4 sacle model. On the postulation that it had dropped into the
deep sea. a pressure water tank was used to supply the pressure load to
the model cask partially filled with cooling water. Then structural
deflections and strains at the principal points of the inner and outer shells

and the pressure inside of the model were ,measured following the increase
o

in external pressure up to the maximum of 500 kg/cm . In order to clarify
the contribution of each stractural component, especially that of lead,
the test results were discussed with reference to the results from finit=
element calculations. From this test, data on the deformation behavior
of cask, the effect of the resistivity cf lead and also the critical pressure
for the collapse of the model cask under external high pressure could be
obtained.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SEA-GOING VESSEL CARRYING SPENT FUEL

SHIPPING CASK

The other serious problem discussed often is the leakage of radio-
active contents from spent fuel shipping casks which has sunk into deep



sea in a collision accident neaj the Japan Islands. The behavior of cask
in deep sea has been studied as mentioned above. On the other hand, the
counterplans are now being investigated. For instance, one of them is the
modification of shipping cask in order to avoid the increase of pressure
difference between the ambient and the inside of cask by means of adopting
a pressure balancing valve and the other one is the establishment of escort
and the accident provision for the transportation on the sea. Considering
such situations the Ministry of Transportation established a design criteria
for transport ship carrying packages of spent fuels, in order to make low
the probability of sinking at sea where salbage operations are impossible
and also the radiation hazards under normal and accident conditions.

1). Structure of Ship
3,000 DWT ship has been postulated for establishing of the criteria,

taking into account limitations of assumed harbors and quays for trans-
portation of spent fuels. In order to prevent sinking of casks, the
criteria aims mainly to make minimum the probability of ship sinking.
Therefore, the criteria shall meet fundamentally the provisions for Type I
ship of IMCO which is required to follow the severe standards for trans-
portation of dangerous goods [17] and also for nuclear ship,
i) Structural strength of ship

There is no great difference in structural strength requirement from the
case of general ships. The structural strength for load of not only several
heavy casks weighing about 10Ot each but also radiation shielding walls
must be taken into account,
ii) Collision protective structure

Although the damages of casks may not be caused in collision accidents,
the collision protective structures shall be adopted in accordance with the
nuclear ship criteria. On analysis of collision protective structure,
T-2 tanker (displacement 23,40Ot, speed 15 knots) shall be assumed as a
striking vessel same as the case of nuclear ship "SAVANNAH" and "MUTSU".
The designed collision protective structure based on the above assumption
can be effective in collision with a car ferry (6,000 G/T, 20 knots).
It may be of course enough to retain the integrity when the designed ship
collides against almost all the seagoing vessels which navigate on the sea
near the Japan Islands.

The values of energy to be absorbed by damage of two collided ships
shall be calculated by two equations given by both Minorsky [18] and NSR-3
[19], and furthermore even the smaller value among them must be larger than



the kinetic evergy lost during collision if the stem of striking ship reaches
the longitudinal bulkhead on the water line of the struck vessel,
iii) Arrangement of holds

Considering the safeguards in collision and the convenience to
decontaminate the holds,double hulls shall be adopted. The location of
longitudinal bulkhead has to be apart more than 1/5 X (breadth of ship)
from the ship side. Assuming that the transport ship comes into collision
with the other ship, it must be designed so that the location of fore
bulkhead may have the distance of more than 0.15 X (length of ship)
backwards from the fore perpendicular and also lest the fore bulkhead
should serve both as a collision bulkhead,
iv) Stability after damage

It seems to be enough to have the stability range more than 20 degrees
and the residual (GZ) over 100 mm under flooded condition. The heel
generally cannot be over 15 degrees, though the exemption is provided.
In order to prevent the list by nonsymmetrical flooding, the cross flooding
facility can be available,
y) Grounding protective structure

To keep the integrity of casks at stranding, the depth of double
bottom is required to be same order as that of nuclear ship. As the casks
may not be damaged even if the casks move, however, it is not neccessary
to provide the bottom structure same as for nuclear ship.

2) Equipment
The cooling system must have enough capacity to maintain the ambient

temperature around casks below than 38 C. The tie-down equipments must
be effective for the assumption of external force 1 g (any direction),
heel angle 45 decrees and trim angle 10 degrees.

Neccessary soiie kinds of radiation inspection apparatus, decontamination
facilities and also ventilation, drainage, fire extinguishing facilities,
emergency flooding equipment for ship fire, emergency electric sources, etc.
shall be equipped.

In addition to the above mentioned, some provisions concerning the
protection for dangers during navigation, for instance, loading of
dangerous goods, radiation inspection, radiation exposure for crews and
boarding of experts for radiation protection, shall be prescribed in the
operational manuals.
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